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Social scientists have spent considerable time, money
and effort on studying the formation and change of attitudes.
Even a cursory examination of psychological, sociological
and communication journals over the past decades suggests
that the persuasion process may well be the most, and
certainly is one of the most, studied aspects of human be-
havior. Despite this massive amount of effort, the
attitude change process has not been well described,
various theoretical predictions have received minimal and
contradictory support, and explanations tend to be of a
post hoc nature emphasizing variables other than those
measured and/or included in the theory which could have
accounted for the empirical findings. All of this
suggests that the theories and/or measurement practices
primarily in use have not significantly aided our scintifie
understanding of attitude change and developmenz. The

purpose of this paper is to review a new theory ,hat may

sharpen our understanding of the persuasion process,
iJoelfel and Haller's (1971) Linear Force Aggregit]on
Theory. For comparison purposes, a brief review of whcrt
much of the field hap been will first be included.

Previous Theoretical Positions

Heider's (1946, 1558) balance theory represents the
general scientific paradigm that has ganerated most of the
attitude change research. Several variations of Heider's
balance model have been developed over the years (e.g.
restinEer's Cognitive Dissonance Theory, 1957; Osgood
and Tannebaum's Congruity Model, 1955; Rosenbel=g1 s Balance
Mode', 1956). Basically, these balance theories are exl-Jan-
atry behavioral choice models that focus on the individual's
organ;_::ed cognitive structure. They all have in CODMOM
the following three assumptions. (1) Mon prefers a state
of cognitive consistency, or balance, or consonance de-
pend iv on which theory is used. As individuals, ue desire
that our conceptions of things be internally consistent
and not psycho-logically contradictory. (2) The intro-
duction of inconsistent information into the individual',;
cognitive structure is psychologically discomfortin.
Contradicto-,7y messages and information will produce a
degree of ten:,ion within the individual and pl3ec him in J
situation of imbalance or dissonance. (3) Given the
crcat.flo of this tension, an individual is motivated to
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behave in some way calculated to restore cognitive balance.

Primarily, these various formulations differ on the
criterion used for choice, on the 'way calculated
to reduce the tension and restore the preferred state
of cognitive consistency. They all have received some
empirical support, but none has consistently been sipported
by the research.

Several reasons why these consistency models have fail-
ed to increase our understanding of attitude change can
readily be discerned. For one thing they are basically
explanatory. models which do not precisely describe the
attitudinal structure they are attempting to explain.
Since the focus of analysis has primarily been explana-
tory and not descriptive, there has been Little agree-
ent between theoretical propositions and measurement
t2chn,ques.* Even though an individual's attitudinal
structure is conceived of as "orga-dzed set of cognitions
regarding some object or event" (Cohen, p. 62), the
organizational structure is frequently depicited with an
over-simplified discrete-graphic representation rather than
crecise descriptions of %Mich cognitions are interrelated
and how organized and processed to form one's attitude.
Although these graphic representations have pedagogical
utility, they are not precise descriptions of the pheno-
menon of interest since they fail to describe what
cognitions sum up to the overall positive or negative
valance between the objects depicted.

Another common problem in the attitude literature
which stems from this emphasis on explanation is that
these balance models tend to be misused and perceived as
deductive theory rather than as inductive guides for

*

Osgood and Tannenbaum's (1955) Congruity model mly be an
exception to the above since it does add some degree of
;recision to attitude measurement and there is some
agreement between their theoretical assertions and weav(kre-
ment techniques if one can accept the debateable assump-
tiou that their "semantic differential" technique is
iadeed an Interval scale and that [heir bipolar criteria
?dequ'Itely describe an individual's cognitive space.
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research. For instance, Festinger's Diss(nance theory
(195.), which is not a scientific theory at alll is a
deceptively simple theoretical framework that can be stated
in as few as nine propositions (Zajonc, 1968, pp. 360-361).
However, it has had a tremendous impact on the attitude
change literature. Its impact has been large because
Festinger's original definition attempted to 'formulate
a basic theoretical statement which would allow him to
derive empirical hvpotheses in particular situations
(Zajonc, 1968, p. 360). In other words, dissonance
theory was intended to provide a broad theoretical frame-
work that would allow researchers to inductively make
predictions within a variety of social situations. How-

ever, what has occurred is that specific dissonance
hypotheses tend to be carried over across situations
and not the broad theoretical framework. These deductive
attempts to establish particular hypotheses across all
situations have met.with Little empirical sucess.

Given the relative neglect of descriptive precision,
it is little wonder that none of these theories are

consistently accurate in predicting which mode of imbalance
reduction will be used before the reduction occurs.
Several insightful and ingenious explavnations are offered
after the fact, but post hoc explanations do not a scientif-
ic theory make. Rather, carefully derived predictions
which can be falsified are at the heart of theory construc-
tion, not intuitive post hoc explanations, regardless
of their elegance and sensitive insight.

Secondly, past theories on attitude change have implicitly
assumed a direct causal link between attitudes and be-
tmoi,.or even though this assumption has received little
empirical support. The classic study by La;'iere (1934)
and others actually contradict this causal. linkage so that
knowins hew one responds on cn ordinal scale provides
little indication of how that 1.erson will behave Ln a
;given situation. Bem' Self-Perception Theory (1967,
1970) reverses this notion stating that one's behavior
leads to one's attitudes but this does little to help
our understanding of a complex process of attitude chatio.
Since the attitude - behavior .and behavior-attitude linkasc

have received inconsistent support, perhaps another
conception of the process is necessary? Perhaps both
attitudes and behavior are based on some other, heretofore
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unspecified, variable or set of variables.

A third deficiency characteristic of these models

is that they have consistently neglected the effects of

significant others on the development of an individual's

attitudes. Somehow an attitude has been formed, and the

present concern is with how that attitude can be changed.

This focus seems to imply that attitude change and attitude

formation and development are different processes
even though there appears to be no reason or support for

that implication.

The typical research situation includes a pre-
measure of the subject's attitude toward some issue,

a t,lessage from some source that contradicts or is in-

consistent with the subject's attitude, and a post-meaure
of the source's impact on the subject's attitude. The subject

is picture4 as a choicing system (although treated as a
reactive, :Lot active, organism) who will selectively include

some sources and arguements and exclude others. The

implied picture is one where the subject is an isolated

individual impacted by a contradictory message who starts
afresh, if you will, and instantaneously e-evaluates
his own attitude, or the message advocated or the source
of the .ontradictory message, or any combination thereof.

On the basis of this re-evaluation, the subject will choose

some means of restoring balance. Variables emphasized in

this attitude change situation are characteristic of the source

(credibility in particular), characteristics of the messa:-;e

(e g. one-sided vs two-sided messages, opinionated vs
non-opinionated statements, amount and types of evidence

used, amounts and types of emotional appeals used, etc.)

and characteristics of the receiver (sex, age, level
of self-esteem, dogmatism, authoritarianism, Ilachiayel-
ianism, need for acheivement, need for affiliation, level

of psychological stress or anxiety, etc.) In other words,

qualities of the source and/or message and/or receiver
as measured on an ordinal scale at a particular point

in time are the variables used in trying to answer the

question of when and why an individual will be persuaded
or persuade himself.

This research emphasis implies that attitude change

Lan le a one-shot affair if the source is credible enough

and/or the message is of superior quality and disregards
1 he ;,ass of the subject's attitude and the number of



significant others who have talked to the subject about the
particular issue. For instance, a given population expert,
if credible enough and if skilled enough in message pro-
duction and transmission should be abl., to change a forty
year old Catholic's mind about birth control even though
the Catholic has received a tVemendous number of anti-birth
control messages from others in his social envirqftimmt.
Uhen stated like this, the assumption that a given message
can cause change seems patently ridiculous even though this
one-shot implication is inherent in much of the attitude
research done to date.

In sum, prevailing attitude change theories have:
a) neglected the interrelation between measurement and
explanation and are thereby primarily lost hoc explanations
rather than scientific theories); b) conceived of man as an active

rationalizing animal but have tried to study him as a
reactive thing that will conform to simple deterministtc
laws; and, c) have neglected the importance of others it the
formation and change of nine's attitudes. Let us now turn
to a discussion of a recent theory chat attempts to correct
these above deficiencies.

Linear Force Aggregation Theory

Recently a new theory of attitude change and develop-
ment has been proposed by the sociologists Woelfel and
Haller (1971). Their theory gtew out of an interest in
studyin2, and predicting the educational and occupational
as:Arations of high school students. The theory is still
in the process of being formulated and to date has been
researched by only a handful of people. But its early
predi:tive success, its interconnection between theory
and measurement, and its inclusion of the effects of signi-
ficant others in:!icate that it is worth further investi-
oati n.

Linear Force Aggregation Theory (LFAT) is basically
an Irr,->rmation theory with an attitude defined as an

LidivAu l's conception of relations to objects." (Woelfel

1:71, p. 76). An attitude, then, is conceived
of as an Information structure that is part of the
individual's internal cognitive system. The informatio-al
structure is composed of relations between perceptual
categories.
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Following Bruner (1958), Woelfel and Ha1lP1 assume
that the perceptual process is primarily one of categor-
ization, that an individual when perceiving an object
classifies it according to some set of language labels.
These linguistic categories render the continuous procesn
of stimuli reception into discrete classes. The categori-
zation process is essentially one of noting si:malaritied
and differences between objects in one's environment
If this categorization process can be translated into
mathematical judgements of differences between these
discrete categories, then a precise descriptive matrix
of differences (D) can be developed at any point of time
to statically describe the individual's conceptual
structure. Changes in this structure can be followed and
measured over time by comparing changes in the difference
matrices D

1,
D
2'

...Dn .
This the authors do through

their measurement technique called the Galileo system.

The Galileo scale is a paired comparison technique
which requires the respondent to state how different
a given pair of concepts are perceived to be. The res-
pondent is asked to express that perceived difference
according to some standard set by the experimenter.
Obviously, an equivalency would have a different score of
0. The respondent is told that x and y are u units apart
He is then asked to use that difference as a standard
and state his perceived difference between concepts a
and b. Woelfel claims that this technique has several
advantages.

First and foremost, no restrictions are placed
upon the respondent, who may report any positive
real value whatever for any pair. Thus, the
scale is unbounded at the high end and contin-
uous across its entire range. Secondly, be-
cause the unit of measure is always the same
(i.e. the unit is provided by the investigator
in the conditional, " If x and y are u units
part," and thus every scale unit is 17u units),
and because the condition of zero distance re-
presents identity between concepts and is hence
a true zero, not at all arbitrary, this scale
is what social scientists usually call a ratio
scale, which allows the full range of standard
arithmetic cperations. Third, since the unit
of measure is provided by the experimenter it
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ib possible to nutintaiL the same unit of measure
from one measurement to another, both across
samples and across time periods, which is cru-
cially important since time is one of the primi-
tive variables of scieati:ic theory. These three
chracteristics taken together provide the capa-
city for comparative and t!me-series analyses
at very high levels of precision. (1974, p. 13)

This scaling techr_que does appear to produce a contin-
uous, unbounded ratio scale and thus provide precise
descriptions of informational structures and allows the
use of elegant mathematical procedurts. But, since the
reliability of any measurement scale is partially dependent
on the complexity of the judgemental task required of the
respondent, the reader may well be wondering how reliable
is this scale which provides so little structure.

For the ineividual case, this technique is unreliable.
Barnett et al (1974, p. 14) report that typical test-
retest reliability correlations range in the .70'c for
individuals . Actually, even this level of reliability
is not as low as this reviewer would have estimated given
the lacy of scale structure and the complexity of the
judgemental task. Partly, this unreliability must stem
from the advantages claimed by Woelfel, i.e. the scale's
unboudadness at the high end and the assumption that the
unit of measure is always the so-ae. It is doubtful that the
standard is perceived similarly by each individual and/or
by the same individual over zime even though the same stand-
ard may be provided by the experimenter. However, if it can
be assumed that these are est;entially random sources of
measurement error, then this technique should provide a
reliable descriptive measure of a sample's averaged difference
matrix, i.e. attitudinal structure. Wndeed, this assump-
tion can be made and the indtrument's reliability over samples
range in the .90's with sample sizes of 75. As is always
the case, the reliability of this averaw a - ;ifferen: e

matrix can be increased by increasing t:ff. size of the sample.

Another problem with this technique as applied to
the individual respondent, is that the particular concepts
to be judged are provided by the experimenter and not by
the subject. Thus, what is measured is not the differences
between the respondents linguistic categories but the differences betwi2n



centegades which the experimenter a priori assumes are part
of the respondents informational structure about the
attitude in question. For instance, suppose we are inter-
eJted in measuring people's attitudes toward the 1972
Presidential election as did Barnett et al (1974). The

respondents' were asked to state how different each of the
Following concepts were from each other; Nixon, McGovern,
Wallace, E. Kennedy, Agnew, Connally, Peace in Vietnam,
Prosperity, Amnesty, Law and Order, Busing, Taxes, Demon-
strations, Employment, Marijuana, Me. Even though these
categories represent several concepts that might have been
used by the respondents to perceive the 1972 Election,
other concepts may also have been. For instance, the size
of the federal budget, honesty, defense spending, integra-
tion, etc., may well be other judgements of similarity
and difference made by an individual which make up his/her

conceptual structure -- attitude -- toward any and all of
the concepts of concern. None of these other comparisons
are made even though they may !e used by one or more of
the respondents when perceiving a candidate. The Galileo
technique for describing an individual's attitude could be
made more valid, without loss of precision, for the individ-
ual case by having the respondent generate perceptual
categories and/or male comparisons betWeen those he/she
claims heAhe uses by choosing concepts from a provided
list of possible categories.

This individuated list of comparisons would have
several advantages. . For one thing, changes in an
indivival's attitude (informational structure) could be
mapped over time by a) changes in difference estimates and
b) changes in categories useJ to perceive the object in
question. Both of these change. scores would be useful data
in assessing the affects of messages on an individual's
attitude and thus increase the descriptive,predictive
and explanatory power of the theory. Secondly, this
individuated choice of comparison technique should increase
the validity of the difference matrix so derived and there-
by increase reliability. Thirdly, this suggested tech-
nique would let the respondent describe how he defines
the situation which is badly needed in social science measures.
Hare and Secord (1973), ReyAolds, (1971), Krimmetman,
(1969) and others have strongly argued that social scient-
ists must start letting the subjects describe how they
perceive the situation, rather than respond to the ex-
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untimenter's a priott doscriptive criterion, if we are to
adequate-1y predict, explain dnd onmp to undpratand human

behavior. Fourthly, an average difference matrix could
still be ascertainea for the s..mple by averaging the
differences rejorted between all concepts responded to by
all subjects. dhich concepts were compared by all the
respondents could be an indicant of the consensual orient
ation, and /or. integration level within a collective, (like
a culture and/or sub-culture) as well as provide more accurate
descriptions of how two or more collectives differ. Lastly,

the development of such an individual measure would greatly
increase the possible research uses of the Galileo instru-
ment since the theoretical question in attitude research
is often on individual changes in attitudinal structures
and not just some collective's change.

Of course the extreme disadvantage of this individ-
uated choice of comparisons technique is that it would increase
tremendously the complexity of the respondent's judge-
mental task. Not only would he/she be asked to state
differences on an unbounded scale, according to some.
standard, but he/she would also be required to state which
concepts should be compared. This increase in complexity
could very well decrease the scale's tliability and thereby
nullify the very advantages which the proposed revision
is intended to possess. Perhaps the best that can be ex-
pected is that respondents are asked to respond to what
Cie experimenter deems relevant rather that describe
to the experimenter what the subject perceives as relevant
about some object. Nonetheless, this suggestion seems
wel-thy of investigation for the possibility of having a
ratio measurement : (even of only adequate reliability) of how
each individual perceives various objects in his/her
envircnnent would be wry powerful indeed.

In sum, the LFAT starts with the assumption that the
perceptual process is an active categorizatifAi of the
differences between stimuli. (This assumption is at the
heart of the multi-dimensional scaling procedures which
provide more precise measures and allow for more compl-2x
and powerful statistical analyses, see Torgenson, 1958.)
On the basis of this assumption, Uoelfel and Haller develop-
ed the Galileo instrument which provides a ratio scale
measure of perceived differences, i.e. of the relations
between objects. Althou3h highly precise and reliable
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for sample sizes of 75 or more, this insttument does not
provide a reliable measure of the changes in an indivi-
dual's attitude over time and thus delimits the usefulness
of the instrument to persuasion research. However political.
advertising, marketing and other studies interested in
precise static descriptions and the plotting of over
tire changes in large groups' mean attitudes, woulJ be
well advised to use the Galileo instrument.

Theoretical Propositions:

The fundlmental propositinn of the Linear Force
Aggregation Theory is considerably different than most models
of attitude change and development. Rather than assuming
that an individual selectively seekd some and filters
out other sources of information, LFAT assumes that all
messages received affect the individual's resultant attitude.
Contrary to what Saltiel and Woelfel (1974, p. 2) assert
this proposition does not negate or challenge the external
part of the selective perception assumption which claims
that men seek out and/or avoid certain types of information.
It does, however, contradict the internal processing part
of the selective perception notion. Rather than assuming,
as most balance models do, that an individual reacts
selectively to divergent expectations and information,
Woelfel and,Haller (1911) assert that an individual's atti-
tude is formed out of all messages received about a
raticular topic.. Specifically, an individual's attitude
is defined as 1=fxj. Where IT= attitude

2c.=sum value of all messages
(1) about the topic received

by the individual.

N = number of messages received
about the topic from all
sources.

It readily follows from this definition of attitude that the
formula for attitude change would be

(2) X; - i0N0 + XlN1 Where X
2=the new attitude at t 1

X0 -the original attitude
at t0

N0 N1 X1= the mean value of all
messages received betweel
ti - to



N
0
=the number of messages
out of which the original
attitude was formed (mass).

N
1
=the number of messages
received about the topic
during t1 -

1 to.

Even more interesting to the persuasion theorist and
practit.ioner alike is the formula for the amount of charge
in an attitude after the receipt of new information.

(3) R2 = 1\11(1 -R0)

1+N 0

whzre (it-10
) = the amc'int of discrepancy

between the mean positions
advocated by the new nes-
sages teceived during t1
and t and the original
attitude.

Equation 3 specifies that there are three factors asserted
to be causcilly related to attitude change in LFAT: a) N

0'
(A- the number of messages out of which the original attitude

was formed; b) N
1,

or the number of new messages received
between ti and t0; and, c) (A-R0), or the amount of dis-
crepancy between the new mean position advocated and the old
attitude.

An Example:

For illustrative purposes, a simple example of the above

formulas will be included. Let's assume that an individ-
ual has talked to five (5) people about whether and how often
he/she should smoke cigarettes. Each of the five sources
conveyed only one message to the individual and said that
the p rson should smoke five (5) cigarettes a day. The

predicted attitude for the individual would be to smoke
five cigarettes a day, since lxi = 5 x 5 = 25, N . 5, and
25/5 equals 5 - X.

Notice that the same prediction of 5 cigarettes a
day would be made re:lardless of the homogeneity or hetcreo-
geniety of the sources' messages as long as - 25 anA

N - 5. Let's again assume that the individual had received
one message from five different sources about how much
to smoke. The five sources proposed the following rates
of smoking behavior:
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Source Proposed Pete of P-Mavior

A 0 per day

B 5 per day

C 15 per day

D 0 per day

E 5 per day
ixi = 25 and X = 5

This prediction about the irrelevancy of the diversity of

one's information sources' is unique to the Woelfel-Haller
theory, and seriously downgrcdes the predictive and explan-

atory power of the personality variables purposed by Rokeach

(1960) and Adorno (1950) to account for attitude chonge.

The hypothesis that attitude change is inc'ependent of the

homogeneity - hetereogeniety of one's information sources

is supported by Saltiel and Woelfel's data (1974).

The individual in our example is now smoking 5 cig-

arettes a day. From a friend, he is told that he should

smoke three packets a day. What is the predicted effect

on the individual's attitude? According to for7ula #3

a preoise prediction can be made; 1(60-5) _ 9.17

The individual's attitude, expressed .qs a rate of the behavior,

wruid be increased by roughly 9 and he would now be expected

to smoke 14 cigarettes a day. Notice that the larger the

number of messages ,..eccived from the friend the larger

tai.: cumulative effect on the individual s rate of smoking.

Tnis is an assumption every ad campaign ha: acted upon

for quc,:e sometime. On the other hand, if the friend's

message would have been 5/day, no change would be predicted

but the original attitude would have been made more stable

due to the increase in N0, i.e. a reinforcement effect.

Lastly, if no new messages were roccived, the individual's

attitude would be expected to contdmue unchanged. Although

useful for mathematical purposes, this unchanging assump-

tion secns unreasonable for long perio,:s of time, given the

entropic processes all organisms are subject to.

A quick analysis of the formula for attitude change

implies that the resistance to change (i.e. the stability)

of any attitude is wholly dependent on No-- the number of

messages nut of which the initial attitude was formed. The

lare-..- the mass (i.e. No) of the original attitude, the larw,er

the number of messages divergent from X
0
required to make
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a noticeable behavioral change. This clearly suggests that
one-shot attitude change situations are unlikely if the
individual has preitiously received several messages about
the attitude in question, but are likely if No is small

or equal to zero. This more pIrsimonious suggestion is consistent
with the findings that the attitudes and beliefs more central
to the individual's sense of identity arc the most resist-
ance to change; i.e. it seems reasonable to assume that the
more central the attitude, the larger its mass, and, there-
fore, the more stable its structure. By asserting a causal

relation between No and attitudinal change, LFAT has re-
defined the attitude-behavior and behavior-attitude
cau,ality issue, and claims that both are a function of
the amount of information teceived about a given issue.
This prediction emphasizes a communicatic,n, as compared
to a personality approach)to tne study of attitude formation
and change.

A second, not so obvious implication of the proposed
relatirn between Nn and attitude change, is that such
variables as an individual's degree of satisfaction or
dissatisfaccion or the subjective certainty (to the extent
these can be separand f2:cm quantity of messages) oc one's
attitude arc independent of the attituJe's resistance to chane.
It doesn't :'otter if an individual likes or dislikes the
attitue co. believes strongly in its ''correctne.,s' ; what

duos Iattec. in deter,airng stability is solely the size of

Fr). Siltiel and Woelfel (1974) present evidence that the
degree of satisfaction or dissatisfaction wiLh one's attitude
is ineed independent of the stability of the attituck2.
Heyever, the degree of staisfaction, which was not related to
1:67,1-; measured by two Likort-type questions and is, there-

fore, of questionable validity and precision.

Fu,:ther, uoeliel and Salticl's path analytic study
sup:orts the notion that the individual's overall, subject-
ive stress level is independent of attitude stability.
Their measu70 of stress is a 22-it,m Lihert-type scale
that does seem to be a reliable measure of an individual's
overall level of psychological stress (Hough, 1969).
However, an overall measure of stress is not the same
shin;; as a decision-specific, temporary state of psycho-
logical discomfort claimed by the balance theorists to be
a necessary condition for attitude chance. Therefore, it
cannot yct be concluded that some hind of psychological

J
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tension is not a necessary ingredient for attitude change,
even though the balance theorists, through inadequate
measurement, have not established that it is necessary.

Nonetheless, to the extent that one's overall stress level
is related to the likelihood of experiencing decision-
specific tension, then Saltiel and Uoelfel's data do seriously challenge

'psychological discomfort" as a necessary ingredient
for attitude change and downgrade its usefulness as a pre-
diotor of attitude change.

Saltiel and Woolfel (1974) report that the only signi-
ficant coefficient with attitude cnange was the path
stemming from the size of No, i.e. the number of messa,Ts
our of which the original attitude was formed. Therefore,
they conclu6t: that the single best predictor of atti-
tude change is the initial mass of the attitude. But, since

they did not measure the amount of the new inforration
received by the respondents between t1 and t

0
(admittedly

a difficult and expensive process), two principle components
(i.e. X] and Ni) in their attitude change fo7mula were not
measured. Thus a direct test of LFAT's predictions was not
made and the path comparin ,:ith other theoretical
predictions aro more 3u,;gestive than lefinit,ve. r:netheless,

the results < this stuoy do stron4;1y suggest that more
p:irsimoniclle and precise descriptions of the attitude
change process stem from LFAT, even theagh Saltiel and
Woelfel have not clearly demonstr LFAT's ey.planatory

superiority over earlier conceptIcAs.

SeTerdl ofter observations need to be :inde about their

basic propositions. For one thing, the sourr.es'
of ieformation are not weighted in any way. Each message

is assumed to have an equivalent effect on the individual's
attitude. Given no a priori reason frte weighting various
sources, in the absence of enpiricel justificaLion, it seems
reasonhie to assume that all interpersonal messages dre
equally weighted by the receiving individual. Eut notice

that the Lr\T provides a way of weig%fing nterpersonal

so-rces. The relative significance of any interpereonal

source is weighted by the quantity of messages transmitted
to an individual and not by sere a priori quality of the
chse-vJd messages and/or interpersonal relationship existing
beL:cen the source and the individual. Although this
quantity weighting may take some of the mystery out of
interpersonal relations, it does deem to provide a descrip-
tion of the process whereb9 certain persons do become
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significant or highly influential in shaping another's
attitude. For example, parents may have more influence
on their Children than other people because they have conveyed
more messages to the child and not because there is some-
thing 'intrinsically influential" about the parent-child
relationship; that something intrinsically significant
becomes the number of messages conveyed.

Contrary to what the theory would predict and to the
dismay of mass media advertisers, Woelfel et al (1974)
and Woelfel and Hernandez (1970) found out that messages
sent interpersonally have very substantial effects over
attitudes, while messages sent via mass media generally
have very tiny effect" (Woelfel and Ealtiel, 1975, p. 7).
Woelfel and Hernandez interpr2t this finding in terms
of the perceived relevance of rr media messages as com-
pared to interpersonal messages. Even though the quantity
of messages received via mass media channels may be
considerably larger than those from interpersonal sources,
the force of these media inputs is not exerted clirectly
on an individual's attitude and in some caves is nearly
orthogonal to it. Put rimply, mass media messages ar..:

just not perceived as relevant as are interpersonal messages,
and the effect ofth2irlarge mass may be readi1:7 counter-
balanced by interpersonally received messages. Obviously,

theuga, if no interpersonal messages hive been received
by the individual, then the relative impact of the mass
media ccurces increases. This finding, tboughccntra-
dictory to LFAT, i5 consistent with Lezanfeld's (194')
r2sults and Klapper's (1960) suggasticns gout the in
forming and reilforcin;, effects of mass media. Exactly
how ;ass media messages arc to be weighted has yet to be
determined, but waelfel and Hernandez (1972, p. 19)
suggest some tentative

A second impertant observatici, about LPAT is their
concern for accurate description. ine focus on deserition

in'ecn_latcs the theoretical notions and the measerewent
tc-bnirues more accutOt.ely and allows for the derivation
of precise predictions that can be fasificd. As noted earlier,

the lack of concern for tb2 interrelation between e;:plava-
tien and measurement has b2on a serious shortcoming of
previous attitude theories, of r,-)st social science theories

for that matter. Explanation and a sense of under6landinf;
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(Reynolds, 1971) are the overriding goals of scientific
theory which cannot be acheived unless precise descriptions
and predictions can be generated. Woelfel and Haller's

theory does focus on developing accurate descriptions
and predictions, and that alone may make their theory more
desireable and eventually more useful than previous attitude

theories.

Related to this emphasis on description, is the
desireability of defining an attitude as a rate of behavior
rather than as some cognitive and/or evaluative and/or
affective structure which is assumed to determine behavior.
Ey making the dependent variable in attitude research
changes in rates of behavior (a ratio scale), a more precise
measure of message effects is developed. These ratio

mrasures get us out of the use of debateable interval
scales and allow for the use of more powerful statistical
procedures.

The use of the Galileo instrument and the focus on
the rates of behavior has lead to some rather impressive
empirical results. McPhail (1971) was able to account

for 77% of the variance in the rate of the participation
in French separatist political rallies and demonstrations.
Woelfel ard Hernandez (1972) and Mettlin (1971) were able
to explain slightly more than 80% of the variance in the
rate of the marijuana use and the rate of cigarette
smokir3 respectively. These high amounts of variance
explained are considerably greater than tile typical amount

found in most .racial science research. How_ier, defining

the dependent variable as a rate of behavior does limit
the types of attitudES that can be studied.

Not all "conceptual relations between objects can be

operationalized in terms of some rate of behavior. Some

behavicral choices are inherently infrequent and dichotomous,
like voting. Other attitudes of interest are not reaCily
translateab:e into observeable behavior, i e. social values

ar.i reliwious 1-eliefs. However, to the extent that a re'iable
descript4_on of a sample's attitudinal structure is provided
by Wocliel and Haller's procedures, accurate predicti-r,s
c.3n b mdde about infrequent choice situations like voting.
(Tt.e reader is referred to Barnett et al (1974) as an exdmple
of how these predictions can be ascertained.) Further,

Saltiel and Woelfel (1974) demonsrated that their measurement
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techniques can be used to study social values so that
meaningful comparisons of averagec1 group attitudes c.n be

made over time and across groups. However, researchers

of the attitude change process more typically use the indi-
vidual as the unit of change analysis and not the group.
In these situatitons, Woelfel and Haller's procedures are
inapplicable. The use of the rates of behavior as our de-
pendent variable, though, should be encouraged and strived
for whpnever appropriate since this clarifies our analysis,
allows for more powerful statistical procedures and directly
connects theoretical predictions with observable behavior.

Finally, LFAT takes as given that an individual's
behavior and attitudes is partially. det2rmined by the
e:Tectations and information transmitted to him/her by
others. These authors assert, simp?y enough, that there
are two vrimary sources of information; other persons
and our own self-reflexive activity. Structural factcrs
are considered to be controlling parameters on who inter.'rts
with a: individual and what is discussed, but arc not
considered to be causally related to thc formation and
change of attitudes. These structural Factors incluoc
such things as geographical location, level of education,
age, sex, marital status, social prestige ratings, father's
occupational level, etc. and are more typically refereed to
as demographic data.

"Significant others" are those who 'exercise major
influence over thc Attitudes of others "(Woelfei and Bailer,
p. 75) aacI are thlught to be attitude specific.* In other

words, ministers mny be significant on one's attitudes
on religion but irrelevant for one's attitudes on marijuana
and drug abuse; te'chers may be significant on one's attitudes
()bout reading and literature but irrelevant to cne's attitudes

to Vietnam; etc. A person's attitudes, thc,n, arc considered
to be influenced by particealr others and the identity of
th_.-Je others will shift according to l'hat specific attitude

is beir. ;. F:asured.

This is not a tautology since the s-vlifien-,ce of nnv
0en source can be measured by the quantit% of infor:(istion
transmitted to the individual.
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Signifiacnt others can be identified for each
individual by using the Wisconsin Significant Other Battery
(Faller and Woelfel, 1969; 1971) or a variant thereof.
The battery simply asks the individual to state with whom
and how often he/she has talked about the particular topic.
In this nay, each test individual specifies who his /ter
particular significant others are for the attitude of concern.

Thef:e significant others are then contacted and asked to
fill out a similar questionnaire co that their relative
influence and the predicted attitude of the individual
can be determined.

Ir is interesting to note that the identifying question
deer ,:ot ask who has influenced him/her the most, or who
he/she likes the best, or the credibility of the source
named, but focuses singularly on identifying who the Individual
has talked with about the topic in question. Since the

concern of LFAT is with quartity.ond not luality this
procedure seems theoretically consitent. Turihermore,
Saltiel and Woelfel (1974) present evidence that the
subjective certainty of the significant others' attitude
is in'!ependent of the effect of their messages on the ind-
ivdual. i.e. strength of the significant other's attitude is
irrelevant. However, Woelfel and Haller do not identify

how t:c individual hims,alf feels he should weight the sign-
Jficw.ce of the other's incoming messages. By (.xcluding

this dain, analyses of a possible interaction between quality
of me5gaes and quantity of messages and the st.;nificance
of self-reflexive activity in shaping an forming orn.l's

attitude arc avoi,led.

The second primary .cures of informJcion as stated
to be our on reflexive thin'ing about the topic. But what
triggers, stimu'atcs, encourages an individual to thi*,
to self-reflet about his own stance on the topic: isn't

it reassm:bte to assone thht at least some trw,ers to thought
age the exrect(1 credibility of the source and/or related
L,, L. t-yi-,c (ie. quality) of !r=.' age Tra-,T;ittoth This

re,Fieer, at least, bel::ves that per(elvec, characteristics
at the source and/or message and /or relationship wiCa
ti - source do serve this trigsering function and the importance
cf tlicir effect on self-reflexive activity should he Ltudied.
HcA.,:ver, no study using the LFAT and the Galileo te2linic7ue

has reported how often the individual has reflected on the
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topic of interest. In my opinion, this is a serious over-
sight in testing the propositions of the theory. Such a

question as How often have you thought about your re-
lationship with Topic X?' should be included along with
the significant other identification question. Granted,

however, the responses to such a self-report question would
be d'fficult to make in a precise manner and would be of
auescionable validity because of the difficulty of remembering
how often one has thourht about Topic X. At best, these
responses could only indicate the frequency of recent con-
scious reflection which disregards all those times one
un,:onsciously thinks and/or dreams about a particular
issue.

Noic2theless, if such a self-reflexive frequency index
could be reliably created, the relative importance of one's
own activities in shaping one's attitudes cculd be identified
and compared with the effects of significant others. rr

would be my guess that we are not nearly as self-determined
as we like to think we are, but to disregard cur own influences
on ourselves is to negate our symbolic abilities, the very
thing what makes us human. This Ls a serious mistake
which is contradictory to Woelfel and Hiller's assumptions
about the perceptual process and inconsistent with what
social scientists must do if we are to explain and ctme
to nnoeystand human behavior.

S?,.ondly, such a self-reflexive frequ,i)acy -,:asure

would proide a bridge between the discrete measures of
quality of mesc2es, interpersonol relations'nipc, personality
c:laracteristics and the quantity of me-s1;es ;eceived. Such

a bridge 4s of particular inorest to the c,munication
scholar in 'ais efforts ro explain human 1:011,1-v2ur in term;

of message -hara,7teristics.

Summary

There are se-vral charact.iri%t1c3 of WoeTfel
(i971) Linear Force A-,Gregation Theory whLch recommend its
use t persuasioa researchers. It is primarily a descriptive
thekNry that interrelates theoretical propositions with
measurement techniques, and thereby allows for th, gener-
ation of precise predictions that can be falsified. Emphases
on description and predicrinn are the necessary and crucial
first steps in the forLuiation of explanato-y social theory
which Lave been consistently disregarded by previous
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theories of attitude change. The highly inferential and
empirically unjustified assumption that attitudes cause
behavior (or that behavior cause attitudes) across all
sit-,:ations is re-defined in LFAT so that both are a function
of the amount of information received about a particular
topic. Re-defining the attitude-behavior and/or behavior-
attltude causality issue in this manner, makes tEeir
appro-lch a communication perspective on the development and
change of attitudes. Thirdly, Woelfel and Haller take as
axiomatic that significant others effect an individual's
attitudinal structure and must be included in an adequate
Cieory of attitude change. Again, the inclusion of the effects
of others alleviates a serious deficiency in previous
theoretical models. For the above reasons and especially
because the theory can be falsified so that researchers
cln demonstrate that is known and not known, its use is
stlengly reccumended where appropriate.

Linear Force Aggregation Theory sews ?st salted Lo

over-time analyses of changes in the attitudinal stru,:tutes

of groups. Since the measurement techniques are not re-
liable for the individual case, studies which focus cn changes
in individual's attitudes should not use thz! Galileo
instrument. However, researchers that are intercqted in
studying shifts in the positions of groups z-nAJ making over-
ture b,tueen groups, would be well-advided to use the Woelfel
and Hailer model of attitude change.
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